
Problem #84
Labor variances

The Boyers Company uses standard costing for the addition of materials and direct labor to production,
and the transfer of units of product from work-in-process to finished goods.

Cost standards for the current year
Direct labor = 0.2 hours per unit @ $40 per hour

Actual production and costs were as follows
Units produced = 20,000
Direct labor incurred = 5,000 hours at a cost of $170,000

Required:

1. Compute the labor price (or rate) variance
2. Compute the labor efficiency variance.
3. Prepare a journal entry(ies) for the addition of labor to work in process.
4. Prepare a journal entry(ies) for recognition of the labor variances, if not already included in

above journal entry.

Problem #85
Labor variances

The Ruggles Company has the following standards for labor: $20 per hour and 0.01 hour
per unit of product produced. During the past time period, the actual cost for 4,000 hours used is
$90,250.

There is a $10,250 unfavorable labor rate (price) variance and a $2,500 unfavorable labor efficiency
variance. 

Required:

How many units of completed product are produced?
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Problem #86
Material, labor, variable OH & fixed OH variances

The Kevin Company produces doorknobs.  It estimates annual production at 420,000, with about 35,000
doorknobs expected to be produced each month.

Each doorknob has the following cost:
Direct material (brass) 0.50 pounds @$40 per pound $20.00 
Direct material (steel) 0.40 pounds @ $18 per pound $7.20 
Direct labor 0.09 hours @ $45 per hour $4.05 
Variable overhead $50 per DL hour $4.50 
Fixed overhead $80 per DL hour    $7.20 
   Total  $32.75 

Budgeted fixed overhead for the month is $252,000.

Actual results for May, 2014:
Production 38,000 doorknobs
Brass purchased 25,000 pounds
Brass purchase cost      $42 per pound
Brasse used 20,000 pounds
Steel purchased 25,000 pounds
Steel purchase cost      $19 per pound
Steel used 13,500 pounds
Direct labor used   3,000 hours
Direct labor cost      $52 per hour
Variable overhead $172,000
Fixed overhead $238,000

Required:
1. Compute the material variances
2. Compute the labor variances
3. Compute the variable overhead variances
4. Compute the fixed overhead variances
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Problem #87
Material, labor, variable OH & fixed OH variances

The Kevin Company produces doorknobs.  It estimates annual production at 480,000, with about 40,000
doorknobs expected to be produced each month.

Each doorknob has the following cost:
Direct material (brass) 0.55 pounds @$70 per pound $38.50 
Direct material (steel) 0.42 pounds @ $25 per pound $10.50 
Direct labor 0.12 hours @ $60 per hour $7.20 
Variable overhead $30 per DL hour $3.60 
Fixed overhead $90 per DL hour    $10.80 
   Total  $70.60 

Budgeted fixed overhead for the month is $432,000.

Actual results for May, 2014:
Production 36,000 doorknobs
Brass purchased 30,000 pounds
Brass purchase cost      $74 per pound
Brass used 19,000 pounds
Steel purchased 25,000 pounds
Steel purchase cost      $27 per pound
Steel used 14,500 pounds
Direct labor used  4,500 hours
Direct labor cost      $57 per hour
Variable overhead $135,000
Fixed overhead $400,000

Required:
1. Compute the material variances
2. Compute the labor variances
3. Compute the variable overhead variances
4. Compute the fixed overhead variances
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